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Abstract
We consider the problem of maximizing the expected logarithmic utility from consumption
or terminal wealth in a general semimartingale market model. The solution is given explicitly
in terms of the semimartingale characteristics of the securities price process. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A classical problem in mathematical nance is the computation of optimal port-
folios, where optimal here refers to maximization of expected utility from terminal
wealth or consumption (cf. Korn, 1997 for a well-written introduction). Merton (1969,
1971) determined optimal strategies in a Markovian Ito^-process setting using a dy-
namic programming approach. The Hamilton{Jacobi{Bellman equation from stochastic
control theory leads to a non-linear partial dierential equation (PDE) for the optimal
expected utility as a function of time and current wealth. If one can solve this PDE,
the optimal portfolio is immediately obtained. In multiperiod discrete-time models, a
similar approach leads to a recursive equation instead of a PDE (cf. Mossin, 1968;
Samuelson, 1969; Hakansson, 1970, 1971).
Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981) introduced the martingale
methodology to nance. They relate absence of arbitrage and completeness of securities
markets to the existence resp. uniqueness of equivalent martingale measures. Their
results were applied by Pliska (1986), Karatzas et al. (1987) and Cox and Huang (1989)
to portfolio optimization in complete models. With the help of the pricing measure, they
can determine the optimal terminal wealth basically as in a simple one-period model.
The corresponding generating trading strategy is computed in a second step. Using a
dierent terminology, this alternative path to portfolio optimization had already been
discovered by Bismut (1975).
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Applying duality methods, the martingale approach could be generalized to incom-
plete models by He and Pearson (1991a,b) Karatzas et al. (1991), Cvitanic and Karatzas
(1992), Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999), Schachermayer (1999). Roughly speak-
ing, the optimal portfolio and wealth process in the given incomplete model and in a c-
tious completed market coincide if the completion is performed in the least favourable
manner (cf. also Kallsen, 1998).
It is usually quite hard to compute optimal strategies explicitly unless the market is of
a certain simple structure (e.g. time-homogeneous, cf. Samuelson, 1969; Merton, 1969;
Framstad et al., 1999; Benth et al., 1999; Kallsen, 2000) or the logarithm is chosen
as utility function (cf. Hakansson, 1971 in discrete time; Merton, 1971 for continuous
Markov processes; Aase, 1984 for a class of processes with jumps; Karatzas et al.,
1991; Cvitanic and Karatzas, 1992 in an Ito^-process setting). Since we want to restrict
the class of market models as little as possible, we consider logarithmic utility in
this paper. Optimal trading and consumption strategies are determined in a general
semimartingale setting, yielding earlier results as special cases (cf. Section 4).
Intuitively speaking, the optimal portfolio depends only on the local behaviour of the
price process in the case of logarithmic utility. Since the characteristics in the sense
of Jacod (1979), Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) describe exactly this local behaviour of
a semimartingale, they turn out to be the appropriate tool at hand. Moreover, they
provide a framework in which very diverse models can be expressed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the problem and our version
of the above-mentioned duality link to martingale measures. The explicit solution in
terms of the characteristics of the price process can be found in the subsequent section.
Various examples are given in Section 4. Finally, the appendix contains results from
stochastic calculus that are needed in Sections 3 and 4.
We generally use the notation of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) and Jacod (1979, 1980)
The transposed of a vector or matrix x is denoted as xT and its components by super-
scripts. Stochastic and Stieltjes integrals are written as
R t
0 Hs dXs = H  Xt . Increasing
processes are identied with their corresponding Lebesgue{Stieltjes measure.
2. Optimal portfolios and martingale measures
Our mathematical framework for a frictionless market model is as follows. We
work with a ltered probability space (
;F; (Ft)t2R+ ; P) in the sense of Jacod and
Shiryaev (1987), Denition I.1.2. Securities 0; : : : ; d are modelled by their price pro-
cess S := (S0; : : : ; Sd). Security 0 is assumed to be positive and plays a special role. It
serves as a numeraire by which all other securities are discounted. More specically,
we denote the discounted price process as S^ := (1=S0)S := (1; (1=S0)S1; : : : ; (1=S0)Sd).
We assume that S^ is a Rd+1-valued semimartingale. Occasionally, we will identify S^
with the Rd-valued process (S^1; : : : ; S^d).
We consider an investor (hereafter called \you"), who disposes of an initial en-
dowment S00 2 (0;1). Trading strategies are modelled by Rd+1-valued, predictable
stochastic processes ’=(’0; : : : ; ’d), where ’it denotes the number of shares of security
i in your portfolio at time t.
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Proposition 2.1. Assume that S0 is a semimartingale such that S0; S0− are positive.
Then we have equivalence between
1. ’ 2 L(S) and ’Tt St = ’T0S0 +
R t
0 ’
T
s dSs for any t 2 R+,
2. ’ 2 L(S^) and ’Tt S^ t = ’T0 S^0 +
R t
0 ’
T
s dS^s for any t 2 R+.
(Note that it is not necessary to assume that S0 is predictable as is { for simplicity {
often done in the literature. For the denition of multidimensional integrals cf. Jacod
(1980):)
Proof. 2 ) 1: Partial integration of ’TS = (’TS^)S0 and Propositions A.1 and A.2
yield
’TS =’T0S0 + (’
TS^)−  S0 + S0−  (’T  S^) + [’T  S^ ; S0]
=’T0S0 + (’
TS^)−  S0 + (’S0−)T  S^ + ’T  [S^ ; S0]:
Note that (’TS^) = (’T  S^) = ’TS^ and hence (’TS^)− = ’TS^−. Again using
Proposition A.1, we obtain ’TS=’T0S0+’
T (S^− S0+S0− S^+[S^ ; S0])=’T0S0+’T (S^S0).
In particular, ’ 2 L(S).
1 ) 2: This is shown as above, but with exchanged roles of S; S^ and with 1=S0
instead of S0.
We call a trading strategy ’ 2 L(S^) with ’0 = 0 self-nancing if ’Tt S^ t =
R t
0 ’
T
s dS^s
for any t 2 R+. A self-nancing strategy ’ belongs to the set S of all admissible
strategies if its discounted gain process
R 
0 ’
T
t dS^ t is bounded from below by − (no
debts allowed).
Fix a terminal time T 2 R+. We assume that your discounted consumption up
to time t is of the form
R t
0 s dKs, where  denotes your discounted consumption
rate according to the \clock" K . We assume that K is an increasing function with
K0 = 0. Typical choices are Kt := 1[T;1) (consumption only at time T ), Kt := t (con-
sumption uniformly in time), Kt :=
P
s6t 1N(s) (consumption only at integer times).
 is supposed to be an element of the set K of all non-negative, optional processes
satisfying
R T
0 s dKs<1 P-almost surely. For  2 K , the corresponding undiscounted
consumption rate at time t is tS0t . Your discounted wealth at time t is given by
Vt(’; ) :=  +
R t
0 ’
T
s dS^s −
R t
0 s dKs. A pair (’; ) 2 S  K belongs to the set P
of admissible portfolio=consumption pairs if the discounted wealth process Vt(’; ) is
non-negative.
Denition 2.2. 1. We say that (’; ) 2 P is an optimal portfolio=consumption pair
if it maximizes ( ~’; ~) 7! E(R T0 log( ~t) dKt) over all ( ~’; ~) 2 P .
2. We say that ’ 2 S is an optimal portfolio for terminal wealth if it maximizes
~’ 7! E(log(+ R T0 ~’Tt dS^ t)) over all ~’ 2 S .
Remark. 1. Suppose that E(
R T
0 jlog(S0t )j dKt)<1. If (’; ) is an optimal portfolio=
consumption pair, then it maximizes also ( ~’; ~) 7! E(R T0 log( ~tS0t ) dKt) (i.e., the
expected logarithm of undiscounted consumption) over all ( ~’; ~) 2 P .
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2. Suppose that S0 is a semimartingale and E(jlog(S0T )j)<1. If ’ is an optimal
portfolio for terminal wealth, then it maximizes also ~’ 7! E(log(S0T +
R T
0 ~’
T
t dSt))
(i.e., the expected logarithm of undiscounted terminal wealth).
3. If we set K := 1[T;1), then ’ 2 S is an optimal portfolio for terminal wealth if and
only if (’; ) 2 P is an optimal portfolio=consumption pair, where T := +
R T
0 ’
T
t dS^ t
and t can be chosen arbitrarily for t <T . Therefore the terminal wealth problem can
be treated as a special case of maximization of utility from consumption.
Lemma 2.3. Let Z be a positive local martingale with Z0=KT = and such that (ZS^)T
is a local martingale. Then E(
R T
0 log(t) dKt)6E(−
R T
0 log(Zt) dKt) for any (’; ) 2
P . In particular; E(log(+
R T
0 ’
T
t dS^ t))6E(−log(ZT )) if Z0 = 1=.
Proof. Let (Tn)n2N be a sequence of stopping times with Tn " 1 P-almost surely and
such that ZTn is a martingale for any n. Fix n 2 N. Then (=KT )ZTn^T is the density
of a probability measure P?  P. Since ZTn^T S^Tn^T = (ZS^)Tn^T is a local martingale,
S^
Tn^T is a P?-local martingale (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev 1987, III.3.8b).
Let (’; ) 2 P such that E(R T0 log(t) dKt) is dened. We have that
E
Z Tn^T
0
Ztt dKt

=
Z T
0
E(1[0;Tn^T ](t)tE(ZTn^T jFt)) dKt
=
KT

EP?
Z Tn ^T
0
t dKt

6
KT

EP?(+ ’
T  S^Tn^T ):
By Ansel and Stricker (1994), Corollary 3:5, ’T  S^Tn^T is a P?-local martingale and
hence a P?-supermartingale. Thus, E(
R Tn^T
0 ZttdKt)6KT and therefore E(
R T
0 Ztt dKt)
6KT by monotone convergence. This implies E(
R T
0 log(t) dKt)6E(
R T
0 (log(t) −
Ztt) dKt)+KT . Since the logarithm is concave, we have log(t)−Ztt6log(1=Zt)−1.
Together, it follows that E(
R T
0 log(t) dKt)6E(−
R T
0 log(Zt) dKt).
Remark. (1) If Z is a martingale, then ZT =Z0 is the density of an equivalent local
martingale measure.
(2) The above lemma implies that (’; ) 2 P is optimal if =Z−1 for a process Z
as above. Similarly, ’ 2 S is optimal for terminal wealth if + R T0 ’Tt dS^ t = Z−1T for
such a process Z . Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999) showed that an optimal portfolio
for terminal wealth necessarily solves an equation of the form  +
R T
0 ’
T
t dS^ t = Z
−1
T ,
where Z is some non-negative process such that (ZS^)T is a supermartingale.
(3) Using a dierent language, a version of the previous lemma can be found in
Karatzas et al. (1991), Theorem 9:3. The proof of Lemma 2.3 is essentially classical
(cf., e.g. the proof of Theorem 2:0 in Kramkov and Schachermayer, 1999).
(4) An inspection of the proof reveals that the assumptions in Lemma 2.3 can
be slightly relaxed. If (ZS^)T is not a local martingale, then the resulting inequality
still holds for any (’; ) 2 P such that EP?(’T  S^Tn^T )60 for any n 2 N, where
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P? is dened as in that proof. This fact will allow us to consider some constrained
optimization problems as well (cf. Corollary 3.2).
The following lemma addresses the uniqueness of optimal portfolio=consumption
pairs.
Lemma 2.4. Let (’; ) and ( ~’; ~) be optimal portfolio=consumption pairs with nite
expected utility E(
R T
0 log(t) dKt). Then  = ~ holds (P ⊗ K)-almost everywhere on

  [0; T ]. Moreover; R t0 ’Ts dS^s = R t0 ~’Ts dS^s and hence Vt(’; ) = Vt( ~’; ~) for any
t with Kt−<KT . An analogous statement holds for optimal portfolios for terminal
wealth.
Proof. Let (’; ); ( ~’; ~) 2 P be optimal portfolio=consumption pairs.
Step 1: Dene ’^ := 12 (’ + ~’), ^ :=
1
2 ( + ~). Obviously, (’^; ^) 2 P . By opti-
mality of (’; ); ( ~’; ~), we have
R

[0; T ] (log(^t) − 12 (log(t) + log( ~t))) d(P ⊗ K) =R

[0; T ] log(^t) d(P ⊗ K) −
R

[0;T ] log(t) d(P ⊗ K)60. Since the logarithm is con-
cave, the integrand log(^t)− 12 (log(t)+log( ~t)) is non-negative, which implies that it
is 0 (P ⊗K)-almost everywhere. Therefore ~=  (P ⊗K)-almost everywhere because
the logarithm is strictly concave.
Step 2: Let t0 2 [0; T ] with Kt0−<KT , moreover A := fVt0 (’; )<Vt0 ( ~’; ~)g 2
Ft0 and D := 1A(Vt0 ( ~’; ~) − Vt0 (’; ))>0. Dene a new portfolio=consumption pair
( ’; ) by
’t(!) :=
(
~’t(!) if t6t0 or ! 2 AC;
’t(!) if t > t0 and ! 2 A;
t :=
(
t for t < t0;
t + DKT−Kt0−
for t>t0:
More precisely, let ’0t :=’
0
t +D for t > t0 so that ’ is a self-nancing strategy. Since
= ~, we have ’T St0< ~’T St0 on A. This implies that ’ is admissible. Moreover, we
have Vt( ’; ) = Vt(’; ) +D−D((Kt −Kt0−)=(KT −Kt0−))>Vt(’; ) for t>t0, which
implies that ( ’; ) 2 P . Obviously, > on A [t0; T ]. In view of the rst step, this
is only possible if P(A) = 0.
Remark. If K1 := limt!1 Kt <1, then Denition 2.2 makes sense for T =1 as
well. In this case, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 still hold. We do not want to consider terminal
wealth for T =1, since the limit R10 ’Tt dS^ t is usually non-existent.
3. Solution in terms of characteristics
In this section, we turn to the explicit solution of the logarithmic utility maximization
problem. Fix a truncation function h :Rd ! Rd, i.e. a bounded function with compact
support that satises h(x) = x in a neighbourhood of 0. We assume that the character-
istics (B; C; ) of the Rd-valued semimartingale (S^1; : : : ; S^d) relative to h are given in
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the form
B=
Z 
0
bt dAt; C =
Z 
0
ct dAt; = A⊗ F; (3.1)
where A 2 A+loc is a predictable process, b is a predictable Rd-valued process, c is a
predictable Rdd-valued process whose values are non-negative, symmetric matrices,
and F is a transition kernel from (
  R+;P) into (Rd;Bd). By Jacod and Shiryaev
(1987, Proposition II.2.9) such a representation always exists. Corollary A.7 shows
how to obtain (b; c; F) if the characteristics of the undiscounted price process S are
known.
We are now ready to establish the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that there exists a Rd-valued process H 2 L(S^) with the
following properties:
1. 1 + HTt x> 0 for (A⊗ F)-almost all (t; x) 2 [0; T ] Rd;
2.
R jx=(1 + HTt x)− h(x)jFt(dx)<1 (P ⊗ A)-almost everywhere on 
  [0; T ];
3.
bt − ctHt +
Z 
x
1 + HTt x
− h(x)

Ft(dx) = 0 (3.2)
(P ⊗ A)-almost everywhere on 
  [0; T ].
Let
t :=

KT
E
Z 
0
HTs dS^s

t
;
Vt := t(KT − Kt);
’it :=H
i
t Vt− for i = 1; : : : ; d; ’
0
t :=
Z t
0
’Ts dS^s −
dX
i=1
’it S^
i
t
for t 2 [0; T ]; where we set V0− := 0. Then (’; ) 2 P is an optimal portfolio=
consumption pair with discounted wealth process V.
Proof. Step 1: We have E(
P
t6T 1(−1;0](1 + (H
T  S^)t)) = E(1(−1;0](1 + HTx) 
S^T ) = E(1(−1;0](1 + H
Tx)  T ) = 0 by Condition 1. Therefore, P(Ex. t 2 [0; T ] with
(HT  S^)t6− 1) = 0. By Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, I.4.64 and I.4.61c), this implies
that  = =KTE(HT  S^) is positive on [0; T ].
Step 2: Dene Zt := 1=t and Nt := − HT  S^ct + (1=(1 + HTx) − 1)  (S^ − )t for
t 2 [0; T ]. We will show that Z = KT =E(N ), which implies that Z is a positive local
martingale.
Note that hc; cit=(2−HTcH)At and ([0; t]G)=1G(−HTx)S^t for t 2 [0; T ],
G 2 B. An application of Ito^’s formula (cf. Lemma A.5) yields that Z = Z0 + 1=− 
(−HT  S^ + (HTcH)  A+ (1=(1 + HTx)− 1 + HTx)  S^). It remains to show that
−HT  S^ t + (HTcH)  At +

1
1 + HTx
− 1 + HTx

 S^t
=− HT  S^ct +

1
1 + HTx
− 1

 (S^ − )t (3.3)
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for t 2 [0; T ]. Dene the set  := f(!; t; x) 2 
R+Rd : jxj> 1 or jHTt (!)xj> 1g 2
P⊗Bd. By Proposition A.2 we have S^= S^0 +x1(x)S^+ S^c+x1C (x) (S^−)+ ~B
and
HTS^ = HTx1(x)  S^ + HT  S^c + HTx1C (x)  (S^ − ) + HT  ~B
for some predictable process ~B whose components are in V. The semimartingale S^
can also be written in its canonical representation S^= S^0 + (x−h(x)) S^ + S^c+ h(x) 
(S^−)+B (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, II.2.34)). By Proposition A.3 we have that
~B= B− (h(x)− x1C (x))  . This implies that ~B= ~b  A, where
~bt = bt −
Z
(h(x)− x1C (x))Ft(dx)
= ctHt −
Z 
x
1 + HTt x
− x1C (x)

Ft(dx)
(cf. Eq. (3.2)). Summing up the terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.3), we obtain
−HT  S^ct + (1=(1 + HTx) − 1 + HTx1C (x))  S^t − HTx1C (x)  (S^ − )t − (1=(1 +
HTt x)− 1 + HTx1C (x))  t , which equals the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3).
Step 3: Fix i 2 f1; : : : ; dg. For xed t, Jacod and Shiryaev (1987), II.2.14 implies
that
R
x=(1+HTt x)(ftgdx)=(bt+
R
(x=(1+HTt x)−h(x))Ft(dx))At=0. Moreover,
Eq. (3.2) yields (ciH)T  A= Bi + (xi=(1 + HTt  x)− hi(x))  . Therefore,
[S^
i
; N ]t = hS^
i; c
; N cit +
X
s6t
S^
i
sNs
=−
dX
j=1
Hj  hS^ i; c; S^ j; cit
+
X
s6t
S^
i
s

1
1 + HTs S^s
− 1−
Z −HTs x
1 + HTs x
(fsg  dx)

=−Bit −

xi
1 + HTx
− hi(x)

 t + xi

1
1 + HTx
− 1

 S^t
=−Bit +

xi
1 + HTx
− hi(x)

 (S^ − )t + (hi(x)− xi)  t:
In view of the canonical representation of the semimartingale S^
i
, this implies that
S^
i
+ [S^
i
; N ] is a local martingale. Hence, S^
i
Z = S^
i
0Z0 + Z−  S^
i
+ S^
i
−  Z + Z−  [S^
i
; N ] is
a local martingale as well.
Step 4: Partial integration in the sense of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, I.4.49a) yields
that Vt =V0 + (KT −K−)  +   (KT −K)= +’T  S^ −  K: It follows that (’; ) is
an admissible portfolio=consumption pair with discounted wealth process V . Note that
’0 is well dened, since ’T  S^ = (’1; : : : ; ’d)T  (S^1; : : : ; S^d). In view of Lemma 2.3,
we are done.
Remark. (1) If K1 := limt!1 Kt <1, then Theorem 3.1 holds for T =1 as well
(cf. the remark at the end of Section 2).
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(2) If Conditions 1{3 in Theorem 3.1 are met and ’ 2 G is dened by
’it :=H
i
t E
Z 
0
HTs dS^s

t−
for i = 1; : : : ; d; ’0t :=
Z t
0
’Ts dS^s −
dX
i=1
’it S^
i
t
for t 2 (0; T ], then ’ is an optimal portfolio for terminal wealth and its discounted
wealth process equals E(
R 
0 H
T
t dS^ t).
(3) Since we have ’it =H
i
t Vt−, the optimal portfolio is proportionate to the current
discounted wealth. The factor Ht depends only on the local behaviour of the price
process. This reects the well-known fact that the logarithmic utility is myopic (cf.
Mossin, 1968, Hakansson, 1971).
(4) In the terminal wealth case, the crucial condition (3.2) allows a nice interpretation
in terms of the portfolio return process R := log(V ) = log( +
R 
0 ’
T
s dS^s). Let ’ 2 G
be any trading strategy such that R is a special semimartingale, i.e. such that R can be
decomposed into a predictable process of nite variation D (drift process) and a local
martingale. By Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, II.2.29) we have D= ~B+(x−h1(x)) ~, where
( ~B; ~C; ~) denotes the characteristics of R relative to a truncation function h1 : R! R.
Application of Corollary A.6 and Propositions A.2, A.3 yields after straightforward
calculations that D =
R 
0 dt dAt with
dt = HTt bt −
1
2
HTt ctHt +
Z
(log(1 + HTt x)− HTt h(x))Ft(dx); (3.4)
where we set Ht := (1=Vt−)(’1t ; : : : ; ’
d
t ). Observe that the drift rate d is a concave
function of Ht(!) for xed (!; t). If we may dierentiate under the integral sign, we
obtain exactly Eq. (3.2) as a condition for maximal points of this function. In this
sense, optimal trading means pointwise maximization of the drift rate of the portfolio
return process.
In view of Eq. (3.4), this connection is not surprising. The drift rate dt depends
only on Ht and not on past values of H . Therefore, pointwise optimization leads to
a global maximum of DT as a function of H . One may now loosely reason that
the martingale part of R does not contribute to the expected value E(RT ) so that
our candidate H indeed maximizes the expected logarithmic terminal wealth. However,
since local martingales need not be martingales and because of other technical obstacles,
it would require some eorts to make this intuitive argument precise (cf. Aase, 1984
in this context).
(5) Note that solving the reduced maximization problem (18) in Aase (1984) leads
to Eq. (3.2) if S^ is of the particular form in that paper. He considers semimartingales
driven by Brownian motion and marked point processes.
The preceding theorem can be generalized to allow for cone constraints, in particular
short-sale restrictions. To this end, let  Rd be any closed convex cone and denote by
  := fy 2 Rd: xTy60 for any x 2  g the polar cone of  . Dene the constrained sets
of trading strategies G( ) and of portfolio=consumption pairs P ( ) as in Section 2, but
with the additional requirement that (’1; : : : ; ’d) 2   pointwise on 
[0; T ]. The most
important example is   := (R+)d (no short sales), in which case  
 = (−1; 0]d. We
dene optimal portfolio=consumption pairs and optimal portfolios for terminal wealth
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relative to the constraint set   analogous to Denition 2.2 by substituting P ( ) and
G( ) for P and G. The following corollary extends Theorem 3.1 to this slightly more
general setting.
Corollary 3.2 (Cone constraints). Assume that there exists a  -valued process H 2
L(S^) and a  -valued process  2 L(A) such that
1. 1 + HTt x> 0 for (A⊗ F)-almost all (t; x) 2 [0; T ] Rd;
2.
R jx=(1 + HTt x)− h(x)jFt(dx)<1 (P ⊗ A)-almost everywhere on 
  [0; T ];
3.
bt − ctHt +
Z 
x
1 + HTt x
− h(x)

Ft(dx) = t
(P ⊗ A)-almost everywhere on 
  [0; T ];
4. HTt t = 0 (P ⊗ A)-almost everywhere on 
  [0; T ].
Dene ; V; ’ as in Theorem 3:1: Then (’; ) 2 P ( ) is an optimal portfolio=
consumption pair relative to the constraint set  . Its discounted wealth process is V .
Proof. Step 1: Dene the Rd-valued semimartingale ~S=( ~S1; : : : ; ~Sd) by ~S := S^− A.
Obviously, its semimartingale characteristics are of the form (3.1) with ~b := b − 
instead of b. Since H 2 L(S^), Condition 4 implies H 2 L( ~S) and HT  ~S = HT  S^.
From Theorem 3.1 it follows that (’; ) 2 P ( ) is an optimal portfolio=consumption
pair for the discounted price process ~S instead of S^. On an intuitive level, it is now
tempting to reason that ’^T  S^= ’^T  ~S+(’^T) A6’^T  ~S for any (’^; ^) 2 P ( ). This
would imply that such a portfolio=consumption pair is admissible for the market ~S as
well, which in turn yields the assertion. However, in general ’^ may not be integrable
with respect to ~S and so we have to argue more carefully.
Step 2: Let (’^; ^) 2 P ( ) be an admissible portfolio=consumption pair relative to
the original price process S^. Dene the local martingale Z as in the proof of Theorem
3.1 and choose a localizing sequence (Tn)n2N for Z . Fix n 2 N and dene P? as in the
proof of Lemma 2.3. Note that S^
Tn^T = ~S
Tn^T +   ATn^T , where ~STn^T is a P?-local
martingale. Proposition A.4 yields that ’^T  S^Tn^T = ’^T U + ’^T V for some Rd-valued
P?-local martingale U and a process V such that ’^T V is decreasing. Since ’^T U is
bounded from below, Ansel and Stricker (1994, Corollary 3:5) yields as in the proof
of Lemma 2.3 that EP?(’^
T  UT )60. Moreover, EP?(’^T  VT )60 (possibly −1). In
view of Remark 4 following Lemma 2.3, we are done.
Remark. (1) The remarks following Theorem 3.1 hold accordingly. Moreover, the
uniqueness result Lemma 2.4 applies to the constrained case as well.
(2) In the proof of Corollary 3.2 the solution to the constrained optimization problem
is obtained by solving a related perturbed unconstrained problem. This is a standard
approach in convex optimization (cf., e.g. Rockafellar, 1970). In this sense, one may
interpret the process  entering the drift of the perturbed price process ~S as a Lagrange
multiplier or Kuhn{Tucker vector. The same idea was applied in an Ito^-process setting
by Cvitanic and Karatzas (1992).
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(3) Under additional regularity conditions, one could go one step further and extend
Corollary 3.2 to arbitrary (even random) closed convex constraint sets as in Cvitanic
and Karatzas (1992). Note, however, that the constraints would have to be imposed
on H := 1=V−(’1; : : : ; ’d) rather than (’1; : : : ; ’d).
Unfortunately, such a generalization is only of limited use for hedging problems
where ’i itself is xed for the security i that is to be hedged. In this case, the optimal
solution may no longer depend only on the local behaviour of the securities price
process S^.
4. Examples
In this section we consider several particular settings where the conditions in
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated in dierent terms. The resulting optimal consumption=
portfolio pairs are essentially well known for Ito^ processes and discrete-time models.
As far as we know, the general exponential Levy process setting has not been treated
yet for logarithmic utility (but cf. Benth et al. 1999; Kallsen, 2000).
Example 4.1 (Discrete-time models). We consider a discrete-time market, i.e. S^ is
piecewise constant on the open intervals between integer times. Conditions 1{3 in
Theorem 3.1 are satised if
1. P(1 + HTt S^ t60jFt−) = 0 for t = 1; : : : ; T ,
2. E(jS^ t =(1 + HTt S^ t)j jFt−)<1 for t = 1; : : : ; T ,
3. E(S^ t =(1 + HTt S^ t) jFt−) = 0 for t = 1; : : : ; T .
The process  in Theorem 3.1 is of the form t = (=KT )
Qt
s=1(1 + H
T
s S^s).
Suppose that, in addition, S^
i
t = S^
0Qt
s=1 X
i
s , where X1; : : : ; XT are identically distributed
(0;1)-valued random variables such that Xt is independent of Ft−. Then Conditions
1{3 in Theorem 3.1 can be replaced with the following assumption: There exists some
 2 Rd such that
1. 1 + T(X1 − 1d)> 0 P-almost surely, where 1d := (1; : : : ; 1),
2. E(j(X1 − 1d)=(1 + T(X1 − 1d))j)<1,
3. E((X1 − 1d)=(1 + T(X1 − 1d))) = 0,
4. Hit = 
i=S^
i
t−1 for i = 1; : : : ; d.
In this case, the process  is of the form t=(=KT )
Qt
s=1(1+
T(Xs−1d)). The constant
i can be interpreted as the fraction of current wealth that is invested in security i.
Note that it does not depend on t resp. T . This surprising fact has already been pointed
out by Mossin (1968) and Samuelson (1969).
Proof. Choose At :=
P
s6t 1N(s). Note that ct=0, bt=
R
h(x)Ft(dx), Ft(G)=E(1G(S^ t)j
Ft−) for t = 1; : : : ; T , G 2 Bd (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, II.1.26, II.2.14). The
results follow from simple calculations.
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Example 4.2 (Ito^ processes). Assume that S^ is a solution to
dS^
i
t = S^
i
t
0
@bit dt + nX
j=1
ijt dW
j
t
1
A ;
where bi;  ij are predictable processes for i=1; : : : ; d, j=1; : : : ; n and W is a Rn-valued
standard Wiener process. In this case, Conditions 1{3 in Theorem 3.1 can be replaced
with the following assumption: There exists some predictable, Rd-valued process 
such that
1. bt − tTt t = 0 (P ⊗ )-almost everywhere on 
  [0; T ],
2. Hit = 
i
t=S^
i
t for i = 1; : : : ; d.
The process  in Theorem 3.1 is of the form  = (=KT )E(
R 
0 
T
t bt dt +
R 
0 
Tt dWt).
These results coincide with those derived by Merton (1969, 1971), Karatzas et al.
(1991), Cvitanic and Karatzas (1992).
Example 4.3 (Exponential Levy processes). Suppose that S^
1
; : : : ; S^
d
are positive pro-
cesses of the form S^
i
:= S^
i
0E(L
i), where L is a Rd-valued Levy process with character-
istic triplet (b; c; F). By Lemma A.8, these processes coincide with those of the form
S^
i
= S^
i
0e
~Li for Rd-valued Levy processes ~L. In the last couple of years, processes of
this type have become popular for securities models, since they are mathematically
tractable and provide a good t to real data (cf. Eberlein and Keller, 1995; Eberlein
et al., 1998; Madan and Senata, 1990; Barndor-Nielsen, 1998). In this setting, Condi-
tions 1{3 in Theorem 3.1 can be replaced with the following assumption: There exists
some  2 Rd such that
1. F(fx 2 Rd : 1 + Tx60g) = 0,
2.
R jx=(1 + Tx)− h(x)jF(dx)<1,
3. b− c+ R (x=(1 + Tx)− h(x))F(dx) = 0,
4. Hit = 
i=S^
i
t− for i = 1; : : : ; d.
The process  equals (=KT )E(TL), where TL is a Levy process whose triplet ( ~b; ~c; ~F)
relative to some truncation function ~h : R ! R is given by ~b = Tb + R ( ~h(Tx) −
Th(x))F(dx), ~c= Tc, ~F(G) =
R
1G(Tx)F(dx) for G 2 B. Again, i can be inter-
preted as the fraction of wealth that is invested in security i. As in Example 4.1, it
does not depend on the time horizon.
Proof. Choose At := t. From Lemma A.8 and Corollary A.6, it follows that the
characteristics (b^  A; c^  A; A⊗ F^) of S^ are given by
b^
i
t = S^
i
t−b
i +
Z
(hi(S^
1
t−x
1; : : : ; S^
d
t−x
d)− S^ it−hi(x1; : : : ; xd))F(d(x1; : : : ; xd));
c^ijt = S^
i
t−c
ijS^
j
t−;
F^t(G) =
Z
1G(S^
1
t−x
1; : : : ; S^
d
t−x
d)Ft(d(x1; : : : ; xd))
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for t 2 [0; T ], G 2 Bd. The triplet of TL can be obtained from Corollary A.6 applied to
the mapping Rd ! R, x 7! Tx. The assertion follows from straightforward calculations.
Remark. In spite of its generality, Theorem 3.1 does not provide a necessary condition.
Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999) give an example (Example 5:1 bis in that paper)
where Eq. (3.2) has no solution but an optimal portfolio for terminal wealth still exists.
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Appendix A
In this section, we state results from stochastic calculus which are needed in the pre-
vious sections. Partially, they are of interest in their own right. Some of them are slight
generalizations of properties that can be found in Jacod (1979), Jacod and Shiryaev
(1987), or other textbooks. Truncation functions h; hd; hd+1; hn on R;Rd;Rd+1;Rn, re-
spectively, are supposed to be xed in the appendix. We start with three technical
propositions.
Proposition A.1. Let H;K be predictable processes with values in Rd (resp. R).
1. Suppose that M is a Rd-valued local martingale and K 2 L1loc(Mi) for i=1; : : : ; d.
Then H 2 L1loc(K  M) if and only if HK 2 L1loc(M); where K  M := (K  M 1; : : : ;
K Md). In this case HT  (K M) = (HK)T M .
2. Suppose that B is a Rd-valued semimartingale whose components are in V and
let K 2 Ls(Bi) for i = 1; : : : ; d. Then H 2 Ls(K  B) if and only if HK 2 Ls(B);
where K  B := (K  B1; : : : ; K  Bd). In this case HT  (K  B) = (HK)T  B.
3. Suppose that X is a Rd-valued semimartingale and let K 2 L(X i) for i = 1; : : : ; d.
Then H 2 L(K  X ) if and only if HK 2 L(X ); where K  X := (K  X 1; : : : ; K  X d).
In this case HT  (K  X ) = (HK)T  X .
4. Statements 1{3 hold accordingly if H is R-valued and K Rd-valued. In this case
H  (KT  X ) = (KH)T  X .
5. Let  be an integer-valued random measure with compensator  and W =
(W 1; : : : ; W d) with Wi 2 Gloc() for i = 1; : : : ; d. Then HTW 2 Gloc() if and
only if H 2L1loc(W  ( − )). In this case (HTW )  ( − ) = HT  (W  ( − )).
Proof. (1) Let [Mi;Mj]=aij A, where A 2V+ and a is a Rdd-valued process. Then
[K Mi; K Mj]=(KaijK)A and (Pdi; j=1Hi(KaijK)Hj)A=(Pdi; j=1(HiK)aij(Hj K))A.
The statement follows from the denition of stochastic integration in Jacod (1980).
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(2) Let Bi=ai A, where A 2V+ and a is a Rd-valued process. Then K Bi=(Kai)A
and (
Pd
i=1 H
i(Kai)) A= (Pdi=1(HiK)ai) A. The statement follows again immediately
from the denition in Jacod (1980).
(3) Dene D := fjX j> 1g[Sdi=1fjKX ij> 1g[fj(HK)TX j> 1g. If HK 2 L(X )
or H 2 L(K  X ), then D is discrete by Jacod (1980, Proposition 3). Let ~XD :=X0 +P
s6Xs1D(s) and X
D :=X − ~XD. Denote the canonical decomposition of the special
semimartingale XD as XD=N + ~B. Let B := ~X
D
+ ~B. Then K 2 Tdi=1(L1loc(Ni)\Ls(Bi))
by Jacod (1980, Proposition 3). If H 2 L(K  X ), the same proposition implies that
H 2 L1loc(K N )\Ls(K B). Hence, HK 2 L1loc(N )\Ls(B) and HT  (K X )= (HK)T X
by parts 1 and 2. If, on the other hand, HK 2 L(X ), then HK 2 L1loc(N )\ Ls(B) again
by Jacod (1980, Proposition 3). As before, the statement follows from parts 1 and 2.
(4) This is proved along the same lines as statements 1{3.
(5) Note that W^
0
= HTW^ and ~W
0
= HT ~W for W 0 :=HTW and W^ := (W^
1
; : : : ; W^
d
)
and ~W := ( ~W
1
; : : : ; ~W
d
). Let [Wi  ( − ); W j  ( − )] = aij  A, where A 2V+ and
a is a Rdd-valued process. Observe that
P
s6(H
T ~W )2 =
P
s6
Pd
i; j=1H
i
sH
j
s (Wi 
(− ))s(Wj  (− ))s = (
Pd
i; j=1 H
iaijH j) A. In view of the denitions of Gloc()
and L1loc(W  ( − )), this implies the rst claim. The second statement follows from
the fact that both sides of the equation are purely discontinuous local martingales with
the same jumps.
Proposition A.2. Let X be a Rd-valued semimartingale and H 2 L(X ).
1. Then H 2 L(X c); (HTX )c=HTX c; and (HTX )=HTX; where X c := (X 1; c; : : : ;
X d;c).
2. If Y is a real-valued semimartingale; then [HT  X; Y ] =HT  [X; Y ]. In particular;
H 2L([X; Y ]).
3. For := f(!; t; x) 2 
  R+  Rd: jxj> 1 or jHTt (!)xj> 1g 2 P⊗Bd we have
X = X0 + X c + x1C (x)  (X − X ) + x1(x)  X + B (A.1)
and
HT  X = HT  X c + HTx1C (x)  (X − X ) + HTx1(x)  X + HT  B; (A.2)
where B is some predictable process whose components are in V.
Proof. (1) For d = 1, this follows from the denition in Jacod (1979, Denitions
2:67, and 2:68). In the d-dimensional case, let X = M + B be a decomposition of
X with H 2 L1loc(M) and X 2 Ls(B). Since [Mi;Mj] = [X i;c + Mi;d; X j;c + Mj;d] =
[X i;c; X j;c] + [Mi;d;Mj;d], one easily concludes that H 2 L1loc(X c) \ L1loc(Md). From
HT B 2V it follows that (HT X )c=(HT M)c. The statements (HT M)c=HT X c and
(HT M)=HTM can be shown as in Jacod (1979, 2:48). Since (HT B)=HTB
holds for Stieltjes integrals, the claim follows.
(2) We have [HT  X; Y ] = h(HT  X )c; Y ci+Ps6(HT  X )Y = HT  hX c; Y ci+P
s6 H
TXY by Statement 1 and the denition of HT  X c. Note that the second
term equals HT  (Ps6XY ) in the Stieltjes sense. Together, the claim follows.
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(3) Let D := fjX j> 1g [ fjHTX j> 1g. Eq. (A.1) follows from the canonical
representation of the special semimartingale XD :=X − X0 − x1(x)  X (cf. Jacod
and Shiryaev, 1987, II.2.38). By Jacod (1980, Proposition 3) we have H 2Ls(B) and
H 2 Ls(x1(x)  X ). Moreover, H 2L(X c) has been shown in the rst part of the
proof. H 2L(x1C (x)  (X − X )) and Eq. (A.2) now follows from properties of
stochastic integration (cf. Jacod, 1980, (11) and Proposition 5:1).
Proposition A.3. Assume that
M +W1  ( − ) +W2   + B= ~M +W3  ( − ) +W4   + ~B;
where  is an integer-valued random measure with compensator ; M; ~M are con-
tinuous local martingales; B; ~B 2 V are predictable; W1; W2 2 Gloc(); jW2j   2
V; jW4j 2V; and W1+W2=W3+W4. Then we have M= ~M and ~B=B+(W2−W4)
up to indistinguishability.
Proof. M = ~M follows from Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, I.4.27). This implies that
(W1−W3)(−) is the sum of processes in V. Since it is a local martingale, it must be
in Aloc (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, I.3.11). Hence, (W2 − W4)   is the sum of
processes in Aloc. Therefore its variation process jW2−W4j is in A+loc, which implies
that jW2−W4j 2A+loc and (W2−W4)(−)=(W2−W4)−(W2−W4) (cf. Jacod
and Shiryaev, 1987, II.1.28). The claim follows from a simple calculation.
Proposition A.4. Let X=M+ A; where M denotes a Rd-valued local martingale; A 2
A+loc a predictable process; and  2 L(A) a Rd-valued process. Moreover; suppose
that H 2 L(X ) with HT60 (P⊗A)-almost everywhere. Then there exists a Rd-valued
local martingale U and a Rd-valued semimartingale V such that X = U + V; H 2
L(U ) \ L(V ); and HT  V is decreasing.
Proof. W.l.o.g., the compensator  of the measure of jumps X is of the form =A⊗F
for some transition kernel F from (
  R+;P) into (Rd;Bd). Otherwise, replace A
with some predictable process ~A 2A+loc such that A. ~A (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987,
II.2.9, I.3.13, Proposition 5:1).
Dene the set  := f(!; t; x) 2 
R+ Rd : jxj> 1 or jHTt (!)xj> 1g 2 P⊗Bd.
From M = X0 + X c + x  (X − ) and Statement 3 of Proposition A.2 it follows that
B := A+ x1(x) (X − )− x1(x)X is a predictable process whose components
are in V. Moreover, the proof of this statement shows that H 2 Ls(B)\Ls(x1(x)X ).
Note that jx1(x)j   2A+loc and B=  A− x1(x)  = (−
R
x1( ; x)F(dx))  A
by Proposition A.3.
Now, let 0 :=\ f(!; t; x) 2 
R+ Rd : HTt (!)x60g and dene a predictable
mapping Y : 
  R+  Rd ! Rd,
Y (t; x) :=
8><
>:
x10(t; x) if
Z
(−HTt ~x)10(t; ~x)Ft(d ~x)6− HTt t ;
x10(t; x)
HTt tR
HTt ~x10 (t; ~x)Ft(d ~x)
else:
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jY (t; x)j6 jx1(t; x)j implies that jY j2A+loc as well. Since HTt (t−
R
Y (t; x)Ft(dx))=
0 ^ HTt (t −
R
x10(t; x)Ft(dx)) and 0 ^ HTt (t −
R
x1(t; x)Ft(dx))6 0 ^ HTt (t −R
x10(t; x)Ft(dx))60, we have H 2 Ls(  A − Y  ) and HT  (  A − Y  ) is a
decreasing process. Moreover, jHTt Y (t; x)j6jHTt x1(t; x)j implies that H 2 Ls(Y  X )
and HT  (Y  X ) = (HTY )  X is a decreasing process as well. Together, it follows
that V := A+Y  (X −)=( A−Y )+Y X is a well-dened semimartingale
such that H 2 L(V ) and HT V is decreasing. Finally, U :=M − Y  (X − )=X −V
is a Rd-valued local martingale with H 2 L(X ) \ L(V )L(U ).
The following lemma is a simple reformulation of Ito^’s formula.
Lemma A.5 (Ito^’s formula). Let U be an open subset of Rd and X a U -valued semi-
martingale such that X− is U -valued as well. Moreover; let f : U ! R be a function
of class C2. Then f(X ) is a semimartingale; and we have
f(Xt) =f(X0) +
Z t
0
Df(Xs−)T dXs +
1
2
dX
i; j=1
Z t
0
D2ijf(Xs−) dhX i;c; X j;cis
+
Z
[0; t]Rd
(f(Xs− + x)− f(Xs−)− Df(Xs−)Tx)X (ds; dx) (A.3)
for any t 2 R+. Here; Df = (D1f; : : : ; Ddf) and (D2ijf)i; j=1; :::;d denote the rst and
second derivatives of f; respectively.
Proof. This follows immediately from Jacod (1979, (2:54)). Note that
S
n2N [0; Rn] =
R+ if X− is U -valued.
We now consider the eect of C2-mappings on the characteristics.
Corollary A.6. Let X; U be as in the previous lemma. Moreover; let f : U ! Rn be a
function of class C2. If (B; C; ) denote the characteristics of X; then the characteristics
( ~B; ~C; ~) of the Rn-valued semimartingale f(X ) are given by
~B
k
t =
Z t
0
Dfk(Xs−)T dBs +
1
2
dX
i; j=1
Z t
0
D2ijf
k(Xs−) dCijs
+
Z
[0; t]Rd
(hkn(f(Xs− + x)− f(Xs−))− Dfk(Xs−)Thd(x))(ds; dx);
~C
kl
t =
dX
i; j=1
Z t
0
Difk(Xs−)Djfl(Xs−) dCijs ; (A.4)
~([0; t] G) =
Z
[0; t]Rn
1G(f(Xs− + x)− f(Xs−))(ds; dx) (A.5)
for k; l 2 f1; : : : ; dg; t 2 R+; G 2 Bn.
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Proof. f(X )t =f(Xt−+Xt)−f(Xt−) implies f(X )([0; t]G)= 1G(f(X−+ x)−
f(X−))t and hence Eq. (A.5). From the previous lemma and the canonical represen-
tation of X (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, II.2.34)), we have that fk(X ) = fk(X0) +
Dfk(X−)T X c+Dfk(X−)Thd(x)(X −)+Dfk(X−)T B+ 12
Pd
i; j=1D
2
ijf
k(X−) Cij+
(fk(X−+x)−fk(X−)−Dfk(Xs−)Thd(x))X . Moreover, the canonical semimartingale
representation of f(X ) equals f(X )=f(X0)+(f(X ))c+hn(f(X−+x)−f(X−))(X−
) + (f(X− + x) − f(X−) − hn(f(X− + x) − f(X−)))  X + ~B. By Proposition A.3,
we obtain the rst equation and (fk(X ))c = Dfk(X−)T  X c. Hence, Eq. (A.4) also
follows.
The eect of discounting on the characteristics is considered below. Note that many
terms vanish if S0 is very simple (e.g. S0t = e
rt for r 2 R).
Corollary A.7 (Discounting). If; in Section 3; the price process S is a Rd+1-valued
semimartingale whose characteristics ( B; C; ) are of the form (3:1) (for some ( b; c; F)
instead of (b; c; F)) and if S0; S0− are positive; then the discounted process (S^
1
; : : : ; S^
d
)
is a semimartingale whose characteristics are of the form (3:1) as well; where
bit =
1
S0t−
b
i
t −
S^
i
t−
S0t−
b
0
t −
1
(S0t−)2
c 0it +
S^
i
t−
(S0t−)2
c 00t
+
Z
Rd+1
 
hid

S1t− + x
1
S0t− + x0
− S^1t−; : : : ;
Sdt− + x
d
S0t− + x0
− S^dt−

− 1
S0t−
hid+1(x
0; : : : ; xd) +
S^
i
t−
S0t−
h0d+1(x
0; : : : ; xd)
!
Ft(d(x0; : : : ; xd));
cijt =
1
(S0t−)2
cijt −
S^
i
t−
(S0t−)2
c 0jt −
S^
j
t−
(S0t−)2
c 0it +
S^
i
t−S^
j
t−
(S0t−)2
c 00t ;
Ft(G) =
Z
1G

S1t− + x
1
S0t− + x0
− S^1t−; : : : ;
Sdt− + x
d
S0t− + x0
− S^dt−

Ft(dx)
for i; j 2 f1; : : : ; dg; t 2 R+; G 2 Bd with 0 62G:
Proof. The claim follows from the previous corollary applied to the mapping f :
(0;1) Rd ! Rd, (x0; : : : ; xd) 7! (x1=x0; : : : ; xd=x0).
The following lemma shows how stochastic and usual exponentials of Levy processes
relate to each other.
Lemma A.8 (Exponential Levy processes). 1. Let ~L be a real-valued Levy process
(i.e.; a PIIS in the sense of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, Denition II.4.1); with charac-
teristic triplet ( ~b; ~c; ~F). Then the process Z := e ~L is of the form E(L) for some Levy
process L whose triplet (b; c; F) is given by
b= ~b+
~c
2
+
Z
(h(ex − 1)− h(x)) ~F(dx);
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c = ~c;
F(G) =
Z
1G(ex − 1) ~F(dx) for G 2 B:
2. Let L be a real-valued Levy process with characteristic triplet (b; c; F). Suppose
that Z :=E(L) is positive. Then Z=e ~L for some Levy process ~L whose triplet ( ~b; ~c; ~F)
is given by
~b= b− c
2
+
Z
(h(log(1 + x))− h(x))F(dx);
~c = c;
~F(G) =
Z
1G(log(1 + x))F(dx) for G 2 B:
Proof. 1. By Ito^’s formula, we have e ~L = 1 + e ~L−  L, where
Lt = ~Lt + 12 h ~L
c
; ~L
cit + (ex − 1− x)   ~Lt
= ~L
c
t + h(x)  ( ~L −  ~L)t + ~bt + 12 h ~L
c
; ~L
cit + (ex − 1− h(x))   ~Lt :
Since L=e− ~L−e
~L=e ~L− 1, we have L([0; t]G) = 1G(ex − 1)   ~L and likewise
for L;  ~L. From the canonical representation of L we get L = Lc + h(ex − 1)  ( ~L −
 ~L) + B + (ex − 1− h(ex − 1))   ~L, where B is the rst semimartingale characteristic
of L. Hence Lc = ~L
c
and Bt = ~bt + 12 h ~L
c
; ~L
cit + (h(ex − 1)− h(x))   ~Lt by Proposition
A.3. It follows that L is a Levy process whose triplet is as claimed.
2. By Ito^’s formula, we have log(Z) = ~L, where
~Lt = Lt − 12 hLc; Lcit + (log(1 + x)− x)  Lt
= Lct + h(x)  (L − L)t + bt − 12 hLc; Lcit + (log(1 + x)− h(x))  Lt :
Obviously, ~L is a Levy process. Its triplet is immediately obtained from Statement 1.
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